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The objective is to teach the student to see the land, 
to understand what he sees, and enjoy what he understands.

—Aldo Leopold
“The role of Wildlife in a Liberal education” 

1942



For eWor d

edward o. Wilson

In this one book, Scot duncan has brought to a new level the under-
standing and aesthetic appreciation of Alabama’s living heritage. This is 
no ordinary descriptive work. Alabama is near the top among uS states 
for biological diversity, a result, duncan makes clear, of its good for-
tune to have both a complex geology and a benevolent climate. Given 
that its fauna and flora remain some of the least explored by scientists, 
Alabama may one day be recognized as the most biologically diverse 
state in America.

duncan gives us an exciting introduction to some of the more in-
teresting inhabitants of Alabama. Alabama Beach Mice, West Indian 
Manatees, Black Bear, red-cockaded Woodpeckers, red Crossbills, 
Alabama Sturgeons, Paddlefish, Pygmy Sculpins, Bull Sharks, Ala-
bama Cave Fish, two-toed Amphiumas, Cahaba Lilies, White-topped 
Pitcher Plants, red hills Azaleas, and Smallhead Blazing Star are 
among those pulled out of a very long roster by duncan for special 
mention.

Many new species continue to be discovered. duncan cites a glade 
along the Cahaba river which, over a few months’ study, yielded eight 
new plant species and dozens of others that are rare and likely to be 
endangered. one of the latter, the dwarf horse-nettle, had not been 
seen for over 150 years.

how many species of plants and animals in all are native to Ala-
bama? I will venture the following guess based on studies in other, bet-
ter studied parts of the united States: if all plant and animal species, 
the latter including insects and other invertebrates, were known, the 
number would exceed 100,000.

Part of the reason for such a high conjecture is the extraordinary 
diversity of habitats in Alabama. A major strength of duncan’s review 
of the fauna and flora is the detailed treatment he gives of the princi-
pal ecosystems, each of which harbors its own distinctive assemblage 
of species. he further shows—and as decisively as has been done for 
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any comparable region anywhere in the world—why it is necessary to 
know a lot about the soils, the water, the topography, and the geologi-
cal history of Alabama, and some of the basic principles of its ecology, 
in order to understand fully the remarkable fauna and flora the state 
harbors.

This is a well-written book of Americana, made even more import-
ant by being the part hitherto least studied.
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